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oTHE FIRST attempts to structurally design burÍed circular conduits were limited to
rigid conduits such as clay pipe and concrete pipe. Analysis started with the conduit
ring as a free-body diagram (1). The vertical soil load was calculated, and kept less
than a three-edge bearing loacl-which developed a 0. 01-in. crack in a laboratory sample
of the same conduit. The procedure was only approximate, but adequate. The basic
principles are sti[ in use. These methods were not adequate for flexible conduits such
as corrugated metal conduits, however, and a modification was proposed (1). Again,
the analysis started with a free-body diagram of the conduit ring with soil-ieds acting
on it, but the horizontal support of the soil which resists lateral deflection of the con-
duit was also considered. The basis for design was either a maximum allowable change
in diameter or a maximum allowable stress in the conduit wall. Although rational, the
method is based on a hard-to-measure soil modulus of passive resistance, and has not
been useful in average design.

This paper proposes a practical method for the structural design of buried flexible
conduits, based on the assumption that the conduÍt ring is just one component of a soil-
structure interaction system. The soil exerts pressure on the flexible conduit, but it
also contributes structural strength which is determined by the relative stiffness r¡f
the soil and conduit ring. According to this approach, the rigid conduit is simply a
limiting case of flexible conduit, and may be analyzed ny tne same method.

SCOPE

The following analysis does not apply to bored-into-place conduits in which soil
pressures may be relieved at the soil-conduit interface.

It is assumed that the soil is homogeneous and of great extent all about the conduit.
This implies that a soil fill is placed up around the conduit rather than backfilled into
a trench. E:çerience shows that this same assumption applies with less than 10 per-
cent error for trench installations if the trench width is greater than tv¡ice the diameter
of the conduit. A simple factor adapts the method to narrow trench installations (2).

Soil displacements are assumed so small that no major localized shear failureþlanes
develop in the soil. This approach applies most accr¡rately if conduit ring deflections
aresmall, perhapsless than 10 percent. This limitation is not critical, however, and
the procedure can be modified to account for gross soil displacements.

Soil cohesion is not included specificaliy. This is conservative and reasonable for
highway installations because the soil is usually granular.

In the cases presented in this paper, friction between soil and conduit is neglecteC,
the soil is assumed to be elastic, and the conduit ring configuration remains elliptical.
These restrictions are not imperative, l¡ut make the mathematics sirnple yet sufficiently
accurate for average design.

ANALYSß

Analysis of a buried conduit requires a knowledge of the conduit ring (stiffness,
yield strength, etc. ), and also of the properties of soil and of the performance of soil
as a structure. Often the soil is more important structurally than the conduÍt, and in
extreme cases may be so structurally strõng that it can retain a passageway wirhout
support from the conduit. The principle was used in ancient brick sewers of Paris-
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the brick being simply well-compacted, well-placed soil. Under such circumstanees,
a conduit would serve merely to prevent raveling and erosion of the passageway. For
most installations, however, the soil and conduit ring both contribute strength to the
soil- conduit structure.

Analysis must be based on a rational criterion for failure. Failure of the soil-con-
duit system is defined as excessive deformation of the conduit ring; that is, the ring
deforms so much that either (a) the conduit cannot perform its transport function, or
(¡) tt¡e soil cannot perform its support function. Failure may be excessive ring defLec-
tion (i. e., flattening down of the ring), or it may be crippling of the conduit watl. Crip-
pling may occur as crushing of the wall or as reversal of curvature (snap-through).

CripplÍng failures are incipient at some maximum ring-compression stress in the
conduit wall. Analysis amounts to the prediction of that ring-compression stress.
Tests indicate that in some soils the conduit can actually withstand a greater load than
the crippling failure load because as the conduit deforms more and more, it simply
transmits more and more of its load to the soil. This case is not considered here.
Crippling failure is analyzed in the following paragraphs for the ideal limiting case of
noncompressible soil, and for compressible soil.

l^¡innlino Tìqilrrna

Noncompressible Soit (Idealized Limiting Case). -For.soil-conduit systems in which
tt¡ lus E' from a confinôd compression
tesi is infinity), reasona'ple methods of analysis are avaiiabie. For the iimiting high
soil friction angle, ó - 90 deg, a ring-compression method of analysis is proposed (3).
If the conduit is perfectly flexible (like a watchband), and if it is assumed that no shõar-
ing stresses act between the soil and conduit, the radial soil pressure against the con-
duit is

p=I (1)r
where

p = radial soil pressure;

T = tangential thrust or ring-compression force in conduit wall (constant if shearing
stresses are neglected and ring is perfectly flexible); and

r = radius of curvature for conduit (constant if conduit rÍng is circular).
Taking the top halJ of the conduit as a free-body diagram (Fig. 1), the ring-compres-

sion stress in the conduit wall is T/A. The strength is simply yield point stress Syp,

where

T/A = tangential or ring-compression stress (if conduit is perfectty flexible, no
flexural stresses develop);

A = tangential thrust in conduit waII = pvD/zA for noncompressible soil and non-
compressible conduit perimeter;
calculated vertical soil pressure at level of conduit (height of fill times unit
weight plus influence of surface loads);
cross-sectional area of conduit wall per unit length of conduit; and
yield point strength of conduit wall.

Pv=

A=
syp =

For desiga, the stress T/A must be less than yield point by a factor of safety.
In Figure 1, the allowable stress, Syp, plots as a horizontal straight line. Ofcourse,

everything is noncompressible and the-Êoil friction angle is high.
On the same diagram is a plot of rÍng-compression strength for soil with a zero

friction angle, d - 0 deg. Because the soil is stilt assumed to be noncompressible, this
is tantamount to hydrostatic pressure for which critical pressure, p, is related by the
following dimensionless form (4):
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T = compres sion thrust in conduit wall,
D - mean diameter of conduit,
E = modulus of elasticity of conduit,
p = soil Pressure on the conduit'
r = radius of curvature at thrust point.

A = cross sectional area of conduit wall per
mit length of conduit,

k = radius of gyration of the waII cross
sectional area.
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circulor condu¡t.

or rewritten, the ring-compression strength is
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p = hydrostatÍc pressure;
D = Ír€âD diameter of conduit ring (unloaded);

E = modulus of elasticity of conduit wall;
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I = c!'oss-sectional moment of inertia of wall Der unit leneth of conduit: and
k = radius of gyration of conduit warr, i. e.,î -l tlttlT/;(äi"-i"-"ppi"-ìäälãry "o"-stant for a given corrugation configuration rega.rdless of thickness of conduit

wall).

For design, the stress T/A must be less than this strength by some factor of safety.
In Figure 1 the hydrostatic ring-compression strength plots as a hyperbola with

ring-flexibility modulus as the abscissa. This is precisely analogous to the classical
Euler hyperbola for the design of a slender column in which the allowable stress is the
ordinatè, and slenderness ratio (l/E) (L/Ð2 is the abscissa. The only difference is
column length, L, in place of conduit diameter, D, in the abscissa. The hydrostatic
hyperbola applies only if the ring-flexibility modulus (analogous to slenderness ratio)
is high. If the flexibility modulus is very low, the ring-compression stress at buckling
is a constant (yietd point). this is analogous to the design of a short column in which
the allowable stress is also a constant, yield point. There is an intermediate zone be-
tween the high-flexibility hyperbola and the low-flexibifiry horizontal line in which a
transition curve (5) best represents stress at crippling.

The degree of -v-ariation of strength between hydrostatic and rigid is measured by the
soil friction angle, d. Empirical data available at the present time plot approximately
as shown in Figure 1 for d = 30 deg and ó = 45 deg.

Two different basic types of crippling failure have occurred in model studies. One
is a localized reversal of curvature in the ring similar to classical failures of thin-

(o) (b)

Figure 2. Foilure by crippling of nodel sections of circulqr conduits buried in sond ond looded with
verficol soil pressure: (o) comporotively flexible conduit foiled by reversol of curvoture. ond þ) less

flexible conduit foiled by wo!l-crushing.
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walled cylinder which buckle under external hydrostatic pressure (Fig. 2). Such
failures occur in soil of low-friction angle with conduits of high ring-flexibilÍty
modulus (hyrostatic hyperbola in Fig. 1). The other type of crippling failure,
wall crushing, has been observed in conduits of low-flexibility modulus buried in
soil of hÍgh-friction angle (yield point line in Fig. 1). A critical ring-flexibility
modulus may exist above which reversal of curvature occurs and below which
wall-crushing failure occurs. This flexibility modulus is unstable and difficult
to determine precisely. It is best represented by the intermediate zone. In any
case, ring-compression strength is defined here as the ring-compression stress
at which wall crippling starts, based on visual inspection.

The question logically arises concerning the effect on ring-compres,sion strength
when thé conduit yield point is changed. If the soil is rigid (ø = 90 deg) as the yield
point is increased, the allowable ring-compression stress in-creases proportionately'
-Ho*eu"", if the soil is hydrostatic (Ø = 0) and the conduit is flexible, the allowable ring-
compression stress being a function of ring-flexibitity modulus only (independent of
yield point), the original hydrostatic hyperbola applies.- 

ff the fríction angle of the soil is somewhere between d = 0 and d = 90 deg, increased
conduit yield point causes a proportionat rising of the Ø-curves. For example, the
curve for ó = 30 deg falls about half way between hydrostatic and rigid regardless of
the yietd point. For high soil-friction angles the Íncrease Ìn ring-compression_ strength
is aimost proportional to the increase in yield point. For low soil-friction angles,
litge is gaineã by the high conduÍt yield strengfh except when the ring-flexibility mod-
ulus is very tow. Yield strength is increasingly important as wall crushing dominates
failure.

Compressible SoiI. -The foregoing concepts are based onnoncompressible soil for which
theïõillïGffifthe top of the conduit ring is assumed to be pu, i. e., the unit weight
of soil tlmes the heÍght of fitl plus the influence of any surface loads. This assumption
is not accurate for compressible soil for which the assumed vertical soil pressure
must be modified to account for pressure concentrations.

Most soil is compressible; if vertical pressure is applied to a soil-conduit system,
the unit decrease in cross-sectional area of the soil is greater than the unit decrease
in cross-sectional area of the conduit. The flexible conduit may decrease in vertical
diameter, but in so doing it increases in horizontal diameter so that the unit decrease
in area may be much less than the unit decrease in area of the surrounding soÍl. The
result is a "hard spof in the soil with pressure concentrations on the conduit ring
greater than pu. Conceivably, the opposite could also occur. If the conduit area is
ãto"e 

"o*p"esii¡te 
than the surrounding soil, the conduit becomes a "soft spot" and

pressures on the conduit are less than prr. The Appendix contains an analysis by-*"ans 
of which soil pressure on the conduit is determined (FiS. 3). The plots are

based on the assumplions that the conduÍt remains elliptical in cross-section, shearing
stresses are negligible between the conduit and the soil, and the soil is elastic, iso-
tropic, and homogeneous-right up to the soil-conduit interface. If the conduit per-
imeter is not constant, it cañ only decrease due to ring compression and,/or seam
slippage; and if the soil is not homogeneous, it will undoubtedly be less dense in the
coiiugations or near the conduit waII, like a soft blanket. All.of these influences , -
would lower the curves of Figure 3; therefore, the solid lines (for a noncompressible
ring perimeter; i. e., F''D/AE = 0) represent uppeq limits. The dotted lines represent
a có.taoit whose perimeter is not conÀtant; i. e.,E'D/AE = 0. l for a conduit with a
relatively compressible perimeter. This is equivalent to a 12-gage corrugated steel
conduit 66-in. diameter in a very dense sand,

For most designs, it is quick and conservative to assume a limiting pressure con-
centration factor of 1. 5 for flexible conduits. Very little safety factor is needed be-
yond this except to cover errors in installation.

A better métnod of design is to bypass the pressure concentration factor and solve
directly for tangential wall thrust, T, as a result of pressure concentrations. Accord-
ingly, ttre influe.ace of vertical soil strain is essentially zero and T can be determined
diiectly from Figure 4. For quick, conservative design^assume K= 1. This is ap-
pro:<imately coriectforwell-cõmpactedsoil. Then.T = "/"þvD for a very flexible con-
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DIAGRAMATIC CONCEPT OF SOIL PRESSURE
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0

duit and T = pvD for a rigid conduit. The estimated values between are based on
limited empirical data for which the stiffness ratio Rs is the controlling para¡4eJer.
For noncompacted, nonconfined soil, a limiting low vllue of K is (1 - sin ø)/(L + sin ó).
For a soil-friction angle of d = 30 deg,K= L/s. It is doubtful that K would ever be so
low. The solid lines (Fig. 4) apply to the limiting case of a noncompressible conduit
perimeter. For a compressible perimeter such as a L?-gage corrugated conduit 66-in
ãiameter in dense sand (E'O/ln = 0. 1) the ptot is shown dotted. Generally, the solid
lines (upper limits) should be used.

Design to resist ring buckling is completed by Figure 1. Us.ing a trial conduit sec-
tion, thã designer entefs Figure 1 with the abscissa F-value. (This value should be
published for all conduit sections. ) He then reads the ring-compression strength, S,

èorresponding to the soil-friction angle (based on degree of compaction) to be specified.
The rÍng-compression stress, T,/4, must be less than this strength by some safety
factor. If not, the analysis is repeated using a new trial conduit sectiotl It is hoped
that desigrr tables eliminating trial methods will be published eventually. Anappropriate
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factor of safety should depend on the design engineer who presumably knows the quality
of control during installation, unanticipated loads, etc.

Bedding of the c<¡ndult ls lmportant. Ideally, the subbase should be preshaped to the
same shape as the conduit. Also, a loose granular soil pad of constanfthickn-ess rnight
be placed between the subbase and the conduit to insure full surface contact and to
provide a cushion to relieve slightly the concentrated soil pressure p' on the conduit.
If the subbase is not preshaped and the fill soit under the tiaunches ii"not compacted to
the same stiffness E' as the subbase, the conduit may develop a point loading ät tfte
invert which may initiate premature crippling. Ideally, installers should try to have
homogeneous soil aII around the conduit.

A soft soil blanket adjacent to the conduit can be e4ploited to transfer a large frac-
tion of the ring compression to the soil. Of course, the soil outside of the looée blanket
must be sufficiently well-compacted to carry the additional load. This is practically
the same thing as designing a conduit ring with a compressible perimeter õr slip seäm
so that it will relieve itself of load. The loose blanket can be eásily placed by specify-
ing that compacting equipment remain a minimum distance from the ðonduit. 

- 
One com-

pactor foot width is suggested for hand-operated compactors, one track or dual tire
width for tractors and trucks, etc. The soil then forms a "low-grade masonry arch?r
over the conduit-lined passagewav. Actuallv. this loose blanket coneent /or imnerfcnf
trench method) occurs to a cãrtain degree in most instattations n"à"s^ä ùi" Jiftiã"ii
to compact soil right up to the interface.
- In the past, rigid and flexible conduits have been distinguished and designed by dif-
ferent methocis. Rigid conduits are usually cohcrete, clay, and other materials which
crack rather than bend under load on the ring. Flexible conduits, such as corrugated
metal pipes, deform without cracking. Actually, all are flexible to varying degrões
and,so may be analyzed by these methods if failure is defined. Of coursef theée methods
apply to conduits in the zone between rigid andflexible, i. e., mortar-lineá and./or
coated steel pipe and deeply corrugated metal pipe. For these conduits it may be
advisable to measure (rather than calculate) values for ring flexibility modulus, F.
An approximate method is the three-edge bearing test from which (6)

F=bgoAax.8DË Q)

''vhere
A = cross-sectional area of conduit wall per unit length of conduit;
D = diameter to centroid of wall; and

Ax/p = slope of plot of vertical load, P, per unit length of conduit vs horizontal
change in diameter Ax.

After cracking commences, or if the flexible condr.rit takes on a permanent set, the rralue
of F will not remain constant. Nevertheless, it can be used because it is related to
ring deflection Ay/p, and a designer only needs to estimate the ring deflection (by
methods that tollow) and then select the corresponding F from threõ-edge nearini aata
published by the conduit manufacturer.

DefLection of Conduit Ring

Deflection (flattening) of the conduit ring occurs if the soil is compressible. The
conduit might collapse in noncompressible hydrostatic soil, but this õase is specificaly
excluded here because it can be analyzed according to the snap-through type ôt crippliñg
already discussed. For the present discussion, ring defLection is considêred a tunciion
of soil compressibility (i. e., vertical soil strain e).

The lour-stop rationalc in thc Appendix is useful in this discussiou. gqrpúse r:ulÍIuil
ring deflection is defined as Ay/D. Assuming homogeneous, elastic soil of great extent
and assuming the conduit is flexible with no shearing stresses acting on it, approximate
equations for ring deflection can be derived u¡ith results shown in Eqs. fZá aãã fZ¡
(Appendix). One equation is plotted in Figure 5. For average flexible conduÍt design
a very quick and conservative prediction is that the vertical ring deflection factor = 1,
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i.e., ày/D will approximately equal the vertical soil strain € caused by vertical soil
pressure (K is generally greater thanTJ. Horizontal ring deflection will be slightly
less than vertical. For more accurate analysis, the vertical ring deflection factor can
be picked off the graph of Figure 5, or solved by Eq. 12. Values of K increase \pith
the amount of compaction effort during soil placement. IÍ. Ax/D is required with greater
accuracy, for a constant perimeter conduit, Ax/O is the same as the vertical ring de-
flection ÁV/O. For a compressible conduit perimeter, Ax/D is less. (See curve for
E'D/AE = 0. 1 in Fig. 5.) This applies to a 66-in. diameter conugated conduit of 0. l-in.
steel buried in dense granular fill. Vertical soil straÍn € can be determined from a
load-deflection diagram using a vertical load of prr. In the future it would be valuable
to publish load-deflection diagrams for typical soil types at different degrees of com-
paction so that tests would not be needed for each specific installation.

The foregoing discussion applies to completely flexible conduits. If the conduÍt is
not flexible it resists deflection, and if the conù¡it ring is rigid the ring deflection is
zeto. Empirical dat¿ indicate that the influence of the ring rigidity (or stiffness) on
ring deflection can be included as a modification factor in the equation

ay/D _ 
^

€ ["'"{
where

ô = ring deflection factor from Figure 5 (varies from 0. 5 and 1. 0);
e = base of natural logarithms; and

(3)
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Rs = stiffness ratio (dimensionless)= ratio of soil stiffness E'(= pv/<)to conduit
ring stiffness per unit length f/Os (to be published by conduit-manufacturers).

This relationship is plotted in Figure 6. To use Figure 6, the load-deflection data,
py vs (, for the soil must be available. The designer starts rrith theanticipatedvertical
soil pressure, pu, for which the load-deflection dÍagram will provide the corresponding
straine andthemodulusE'ri.e., slopeof thechordfromtheorigintopoint(pv, e).
He can calculate the stiffness ratio, Rs, if the data for an anticipated conduit section
are known. He then determines the modification factor from Figure 6 and multiplies
it by the ring deflection factor ô to determine Ay/D. The maximum allowable value of
Ay/O is often specified as 5 percent. There is little basis for this value, however,
and additional research on reasonable limits is urgently needed. Ring deflection may
be the major basis for design, although usually crippling is more important.

Conduit design may be further limited by the hazards of handllng and lnstalllng con-
duit. If a concentrated load is applied to the ring, the pertinent ring flexibility crite-
rion is Oa/U ürictr is sometimes referred to as a ttexibitity factor or handling factor.
This factor has been effectively used by engineers of Armco Corp. who specify a ma^xi-
mum value depending on the method of handling and installing the conduit, and the
method of compacting the soil. Mechanical compactors develop a Load at the pipe-sÖil
interface which is essentially a concentrated load.

The methods of desigrr proposed here may be adapted to noncircular symmetrical
sections by calculating tJ:e wall stress according to Eq. 1, T = pr. This wall stress
must be everyrtrhere less than tlte maximum allowable stress of Figure 1. More re-
search is needed on deflection. In general, circular sections are most economical.

DESIGN

Practical structural desigrr of circular conduits is based on conduit deformation
which falls into two areas for consideration, wall crippling and ring deflection, with
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additional limitations on ftexibility for handling and placement, on bedding, possibly on
blanketing, etc. Of course, other nonstructural factors, such as corrosion, erosion,
infiltration of soil, end conditions, and camber, must be considered separately.

Crippling is limited by Figure 1 which shows the ring-compression strength as a
function of conduit properties and the soil-friction angle. The maximum compressive
stress, T/A, inthe condr¡it wall is determined from the thrust factor of Figure 4, or
tor quíct, cónservative design, from the relationships T = 

s/npvD for ftexibte conduits
or T = pyD for rigid conduits. The ring compression strength must be reduced by a
safety factor.

Ring deflection is quickly and conservatively estimated for. flexible conduits by the
conservatÍve assumption that the ring deflection factor is Ay/D = € r,vhere e is the ver-
tical soil strain from a consolidometer test. More accuracy is gained by using Fig-
ure 5 to determine the ring deflection factor.

Ring deflection for nonflexible conduits can be estimated by modifying the ring de-
flection factor for a flexible conduit by means of F"igure 6.
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Appendíx
PRESSURE CONCENTRATION FACTOR ON FLE)CBLE BURIED

CIRCULAR CONDIIITS

The actual vertical pressure pv on a flexible buried conduit can be determined by a
four-step rationale (rig. ?).

1. Consider the unstressed, compacted soil cross-section (fig. ?, step 1). No
forces are acting, not even gravity. The outline of a flexible circular conduit ring is
shown dotted, but the conduit has not been installed. This is an imaginary position
only.

Þ. fte*t a uniform vertical soil pressure py is applied at infinity (fig. 7, step 2).

The imaginary ring outline becomes an ellipse. The major (horizontal) radius, b, is
the same as the ra.dÍus of the original conduit D/2ii the soit is restrained laterally at
infinity. The minor (vertical) radius, a, is less than the radius of the original conduit
because of the vertical compression in the soil due to pv, i.e.,

"=f,(1 -e)

where

D = original diameter of conduit, and
( = vertical strain in soil due to vertical soil pressure, py.
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conduit
(compre

Excavation of the hole with
the elliptical shape held by imagirary
pressules; and with conduit compressed
down to the elliptical size and inse¡ted

o

conduit

Expansion of the conduit to
a positiou of equilibrium in the soil; i. e.
normal pressures in equilibrium at all
points on iûterface

Figure 7. Four-sfep rqtionqle for evoluoting fhe deflection of, ond the normql pressure ogoinst, o
flexible circulor conduit buried in homogeneous soil of greot extent.

The value € can be determined easily by a confined compression test on a sample of
¡JoiI (at the proper compacted density) to which the vertical pressure pv is applied.
This test is adequate because soil in most soil-conduit systems is confined laterally.

3. The next step is the removal of soil from wÍthÍn the compressed ellipse (Fig. 7,
step 2). To retain the elliptical shape of the hole, however, imaginary pressures must
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be applied to the soil in such a fashion that the vertical component is everywhere equal
to py and the horizontal component is everywhere equal to l(pv. Now the conduit is
compressed down by imaginary radial pressures po until it has exactly the shape of
tle elliptical hole. Then it is slipped into place in the soil with pressure ps stÍll acting
on it (Fig. 7, step 3). Of course, imaginary pressure Po may be very lrigh because the
perimeter of the conduit must be decreased sig¡ificantly to fit into the elliptical hole.

4. Next, the radial compression pressure pe is relaxed. The conduit e4pands (fig.Z,
step 4) until the restraining normal pressure, p, of the soil comes to equilibrium with
the outward expansive pressure of the conduit. Shearing stresses also develop between
the conduit and the soÍl. They may be considered, but are neglected in this example.
Shearing stresses between soil and conduit are usually small because of a low coef-
ficient of friction; because shearing stresses are not critical in carefully installed con-
duits; and because vibrations and temperature variations during construction tend to
reduce shearing stresses.

From the foregoing four-step rationale, as the conduit is allowed to e4pand from
step 3 to step 4, the normal pressure, p, otr the conduit increases to something greater
than the pr, ánd Kpu components required to retain the eltiptical hole (Fig. ?, step 3).
Exceptions might occur if the horizontal support of the soil is very low, or if the py
and Kpu required to retain the elliptical hole are greater than the po_required to.com-
press the conduit. This is tantam.ount to a conduit with compressibility greater than
the compressibility of the surrounding soil.

The basic equations for analysis are equations of deflection (F"iS. 8. ). The first de-
flection equations pertain to the soil.

Vertically,
Ay (4)

where

v = increase in radius of a cylindrical hole in an elastic material of great extent
due to a change in pressure in the hole; i.e., (?):

2

D=¡€-v

p
>J

<l-

e N

u

D = Nominal diameter of conduit

6 = Verticat soil.st¡air

b

KP Kp

d
p

Fínal conduit
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Intermedi.ate
ellip se

Initial conduit
(cir cular)

px

Ax
z

H

r
X

Figure 8. Deflecfions of conduit ring (step l-4 superimposed).
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Horizontaliy

" 
(Ân)

y=J_(1 _p)
E,

where

p = Poissonrs ratio, ¡¿ = 0 (assumed) for soil;
ap=py-pv;
r = radius of curvature of compressed conduit ring; and

E' = soil modulus.

r(n -o)y'' v
E,

av D (nu-nu)
-_î+2 2 - -y 

E,

Ax-t= o

r-(ap)
u=3_(1 _p)

E,

P= 0
Ap=n -KD' 'x

(px Kpu)

E,

Ax
2x

(5)

(6)

The next defLection equation pertains to the conùrit, For small deflections the final
(equitibrium) conüguration of the conduit may be assumed to be an ellipse for which
the perimeter is approximately:

Final conduit perimeter = n (a + b)

where

^ =|- ry = f,- ? € + ry(b#) rromEq. 5,or

^=Pz(l - e)."r(T)

b = ; *f; = ? * ""(Lj3) rromEq. 6

Final conduit perimeter = " frl 
(1 - €) . "r(?) .* 

?
Initial circle perimeter = z D

A perimeter = initial circle - final ellipse

r+ (+)lx



=', D- "þ - î . ",(ï3J. ""(+)]
aperimeter = " [î - ", (?J - "-(+)]
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(7)

(8)

¡ro)

(11)

But
Aoerimeter -^-r--!¿ ---^rr stress T

õircle perimeter E AE

where

E = modulus of elasticity of conduit wall;
T = tangential thrust in conduit ring; and
A = ârêâ of conduit wall per unit length of conduit.

SubstitutÍng Eq. 7 into Eq. 8

Pu-1fU\-""1*l=' (e)

zn' o\ E' I o\ E' I tø

In an approximate analysis, the following assumptions can be made:

1. The final configuration of the conduit is eltiptical. (ttris tras been observed
empirically for conduits Ín homogeneous soil of great extent.)

2. T = i¡, (actually the value r, is slightly low because it pertains to the inter-

mediate ellipõe rather than the final ellipse; however, the difference is negligible.
r

t. p* = n, f, ("r/"" wiII be very nearly the same in the final ellipse as in the inter-

mediate ellipse). Substituting in appropriate vafues:

D+2r +2I(r
v

Py=Po
4r, + ztr.'Dry'lLu

But the maximum and minimum radii of curvature for the intermediate ellipse are:

=|{r-.)'
D

2(1 - e)

Now substituting values in Eq. 10:

x

ar
r--xb

b8
f =-Va

!
pv

2-s+K(1 -.<)g

2 + n'o/As'

for flexible conduits buried in elastic soil with no shearing stresses on the interface,
where the quantity in brackets is called the pressure concentration factor, and

where

= m¿urimum vertical pressure on buried conduit;
= calculated vertical pressure in soil at level of top of conduit;

Py
Fv
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€ = vertical soil strain at level of conduit if no conduit were in place;
K = ratio of horizontal to vertical soil pressure in a laterally restrained soil field

due to a vertical pressure py if no conduit were in place;
D = initiat conduit diameter;
A = conduit wall area cross sectional per unit length;
E = modulus of elasticity of conduit màterial; and

E' = modulus of elasticity of soil. (The soil áeed not be assumed elastic, but if not,
a numerical solution by computer would be necessary. )

" Itt Tq. 11, py,-e, and E'are not independent; i.e., E'= pv/e. Eq. 11 is left in this
form, however, because the term E'D/AE is very sma[ fór most conduit analyses,
and may be neglected.

It is possible to substitute Eq. 11 and values of p*, r¡ and ry into Eqs. b and 6 to
calcu,late appronimate values for the ring deflection factor (^/b)/<. Tie results are
as follows:

+ = + lz -,q + 
T_(1,1 

e)'_ K (1 _ .),1 (12a)E r-(L 2+E'D/AE J

Áv/o . 14=I--
e l+e

-e+K - €)t

2 + ß'o/An
-1 (12b)

The foregoing equations are plotted in Figure b.
Th,e pressure concentration factor can be bypassed and the tangential wall thrust,

T, solved directly by substituting the radii,of curvature r¡ and ryãnd eorresponding
pressuies ç and ry, direcUy into Eq. 9. The result is asjolows:

'r_- Df 2-e+r(1-e)sl¡_l,vãL@
This is plotted in Figure 4.


